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ANKHA Trunk Platform does not require an assembly and will come 
ready to use out of box.

Still, it is recommended  to understand the best installation method 
explained in this owner’s manual.
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Remember to lift the cardboard separator to find the rest of items 
included in the box.
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Included in the box
List of items delivered inside the Trunk Platform’s box

Assembled

2x Side 
clip

Separately included

1x Platform 
plate

1x Strap
(7.8in) (20cm)
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1x Strap 
(11.8in) (30cm)

1x Strap 
(15.7in) (40cm)

1x Strap 
(19.6in) (50cm)

1x Strap
(7.8in) (20cm)

1x Strap 
(11.8in) (30cm)

1x Strap 
(15.7in) (40cm)

1x Strap 
(19.6in) (50cm)
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Platform plate

This is the aluminium sheet with slots for straps to go through.
When the straps are fastened, platform plate will be acting as the 
anchoring surface for the items attached on it

Users should acknowledge the fact that any weight attached to this 
plate will also be added to the total weight beared by the trunk lid’s 
hydrolic arms. 
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Side clips

These are the polycarbonate clips that latch the platform plate to 
the trunk lid of the vehicle.

Side clips have a centric hole on one side. Holes indicate which side 
should be facing outwards. They are lubricated on the side with no 
holes to ease installation on the trunk lid.
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Straps

These are hook&loop straps that come in different lengths, users 
can experiment with them to find the combinations that provide the 
most secure fastening of items they are planning to attach to the 
platform.

Users who would prefer to use straps (other than those provided 
with the product) should keep in mind that the width should not 
exceed 0.7 inch (20mm).
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Inserting straps

If already installed, remove the platform plate from the vehicle.
Access to both sides of platform plate is required to insert the 
straps.
Once inserted, they can be fastened while the platform plate is 
installed on the vehicle.
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Inserting straps

Decide on the position of the item you are going to attach and put it 
on the platform. For this example, illustrations will be showing the 
toolkit below as the item that is being attached.
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Green highlights show the preferrable enter/exit slots for straps. 
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Inserting straps

Pick an appropriate length strap and insert it through one of these 
slots and exit through the opposite side.

Slide the tip through the buckle, tighten it and press the «hook» side 
of the strap’s tip to the «loop» side of it.
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Inserting straps

To secure the item, second strap should be used to make a cross.
However, most compressable items (such as bottles,hats etc.) can 
be attached using only one strap)

If the side clip’s rotation is not blocked, user can choose to install 
the platform plate while the item(s) are attached
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Installation

Position the side clips as shown below.

This is the «unlocked» position of side clips.
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Installation

Carry the platform close to the highlighted (blue) section of the 
trunk lid

Align side clips with these holes (illustrated green).
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Installation

Insert side clips into holes

Rotate side clips 90° (left clip counter-clockwise,right clip clockwise)

This is the «locked» position of side clips
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Installation

Lastly, to eliminate vibrations and small movements of the platform;
pull it downwards. This will stiffen the platform by compressing the 
rubber strips located on the rear surface.
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Removal

For removal,  there is no need to pull or push the platform in any 
direction (despite the last step of installation).

Rotate side clips back to their «unlocked» positions.

Slightly pull the platform away from the trunk lid so the clips will 
come out of their holes
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end of the document

Visit ankhasport.com for more products, brochures, 
and contact information.

http://www.ankhasport.com/
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